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Our Journey towards Digital Transformation—when “Learning Never Stopped”

The Sanjan Nagar Public Education Trust (SNPET) Higher Secondary School’s K-12, including the IB-PYP section has been braving COVID-19 since March 13, 2020, the day when all education institutions abruptly shut down in Pakistan. However, there was an extraordinary resolve by the faculty; Principal and the Education Committee (EC) to explore distance/blended learning solutions through a systematic and collaborative approach. This experience was extraordinary for the school which has given birth to a community of practice, where many ‘firsts’ were tested in distance learning and have now become daily routine.

This pandemic has taught many things to the world and one of the key lessons is that one must have personal space for learning. We mainly design such learning engagements for distance learning which do not make learners feel left behind due to resources. We welcome all ideas and initiatives from the students. Most of the tasks are given keeping in view students’ access to resources and we ensure space for them to use the variety of options available at home from no-low or high digital options.

We worked through our best skills, generosity of time and resilience to cater to these issues opting for mainly for the WhatsApp modality of learning. We also took a bold dedicated step voluntarily so that the WhatsApp/SMS groups/classes are not time-restricted because many students send their assignments when their parents are back home from work and allow them the use of their androids/smart or ordinary cell phones. The assignments are sent through WhatsApp with instructions; audio and video aids are also sent while the topics are actively debated via audio notes where teachers scaffold their learning on their individual and prior knowledge. Some students have to be supported through physical printed learning packs where cell phone options are not available. Schools have reopened with all safe SOPs; but they continue to operate on alternate days for the students, thus distance /hybrid learning is routine practice now.

The results have been satisfying as the students and parents got familiar with the context, content, approach, new methodologies and tech based hybrid approaches.
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1.1. Students’ Excellence in Matric & Intermediate Exams in 2021

Sanjan Nagar SSC-II result was announced on 16th Oct 2021. SNPET students showed marvelous result in exams 2021.

SNPET high achievers are:

- Atiqa Abid - 1098/1100 - 99.8%
- Fraz Titus - 1082/1100 - 98.0%
- Areesha Ahmed - 1080/1100 - 98.0%

➢ 33 students appeared in the exams and showed 100% result.
➢ 20 students out of 30 secured A+ Grade.

1.2. On 14th Oct BISE Lahore announced HSSC Part II. Grade 12 students showed 100% result.

- Eunice Asif secured 1045/1100 marks with 95% percentage
- Hoorab Nazir - 999 - 91% A+
- Anna Pervaiz - 834 - 76% A

Sanjan Nagar Public Education Trust Higher Secondary School celebrated the outstanding results of matric and intermediate grades with students, parents and faculty at the Sanjan Nagar School auditorium on 22nd October 2021. It was a time to celebrate, speak about aspirations and next journeys and hold heads high for exceptional achievements.

Mrs. Baela Raza Jamil (Managing Trustee/Chair Education Committee SNPET) and Mrs. Tasneem Maqbool (Trustee/Member Education Committee SNPET) honored the event and distributed books and certificates to students. SNPET’s 44 graduating Students spoke about these experiences and more.

The high achievers were gifted with handcrafted cards embellished by the middle grade students along with books by Mr. Zafar Masud- President Bank of Punjab (BoP) who miraculously survived the fatal Karachi plane crash in 2020; the books will inspire the students about karma and purpose in life.
Mrs. Tasneem Maqbool and Baela Raza Jamil were present at the joyous occasion as Trustees of the Board. They distributed books and certificates to students; honored the hard work of the faculty, the Senior Section Coordinator (Ms. Attiya Anwar) and the School Principal (Ms. Farzana Kausar) and supportive parents as well. The Trustees urged them to start preparing their curriculum vitae (CVs) to ensure all their rich experiences are well documented as it is not just hard academic skills alone but also the soft skills that are vital in securing good jobs and embarking on their own enterprise.

2.1. Enrichment Activities

Enrichment activities that build soft skills among students and faculty of Sanjan Nagar High School are paying off rich dividends. Each student since early grades has been exposed to multiple opportunities for enriching their lives beyond textbooks and syllabus. These have included partnerships with initiatives such as

- Bridging Barriers;
- Book Club Across Borders (BCAB);
- We Think Digital/digital citizenship;
- YES-IEARN,
- Children’s Learning Festival,
- Amin Maktab transforming the lives of students inclusively and with care.
- Annual Play

Students regularly win prizes and participate in campaigns, competitions and country exchange programs.

A recent graduate, Shumail Ahmed one of three selected from Pakistan who went to Japan for the Asia Kakehashi Program said “My experience in Japan was full of self-learning, becoming independent, making new friends, learning a new language, and representing my culture. I met the mayor of Yamaguchi representing the best of Pakistani culture. I visited the local library of Yamaguchi, was on TV News. I participated in a marathon, played kendo and basketball! I wore a kimono dress and helped in cleaning a temple”; indeed a turning point for exceptional students.

➢ Shumail Ahmed – A recipient of AFS Japan Scholarship 2020

2.2. Annual Play

Annual Play 2020 titled “NAANG VAL” written & directed by Huma Safdar, was held on Tuesday 14 January 2020 at 5:30 pm to 7:00 pm at Alhmara Arts Council Hall I, the Mall Road Lahore. The famous musician pop star Ali Noor & Ali Hamza (noori arts) joined us as a Chief Guest, accompanied by a special guest the well-known Afzal Sahir (FM 103). Dr. Baela Raza Jamil (Managing Trustee SNPET), Mrs. Tasneem Maqbool Sajjid (Trustee SNPET) and Ms. Beena Raza (Trustee SNPET), Mrs. Nusrat Jalal was also present as Board of Trustees and members of the Education Committee along with parents and students.

“Naang Val” was about two main characters, Jutt, the man and his wife. Jutt is a shirker, timid and unintelligent man whereas his wife is a brave and wise woman. Once Jutt gets into big trouble but his wife extricates him from that trial shrewdly and daringly. The theme of the Play is to consider women as wise and bold as a man in society. The way the whole universe including water, fire, space, air, and earth are for all human beings, man and woman should also be considered as equally capable and competent. Men and women are equal in every aspect. Gender discrimination must be discouraged in society and empowering, women will spur productivity and economic growth of the society.
2.3. Field Trips

Field trips are an important part of our curriculum where students are given the chance to go beyond the classroom environment for experiential learning to develop social collaborative skills. Part of our 3rd term calendar, Grade 6 to 8 visited Shalimar Gardens on Feb 08, 2020. It was important for them to know that the Shalamar Gardens are Mughal Garden complex located in Lahore. The gardens date from the period when the Mughal Empire was at its artistic and aesthetic zenith, and are now one of Pakistan's most popular tourist destinations.

On Feb 15, 2020 (Saturday) Grade 9 to 12 visited Hiran Minar Sheikhupura that also dates back to Mughal Era. Hiran Minar is a hunting retreat built by Emperor Jahangir to the northwest of Lahore. It was constructed in memory of an antelope named Mansraj that was beloved by the emperor.

Students were mesmerized to see the Mughal architecture and their passion to build such wonderful and huge monuments for their comfort and lavish style of life. Students were brought to both of these places to make them familiarize with the Mughal history.
2.4. **SNPET-HSS students and alumni participated in, Aaghaz-e-Dosti (an Indo-Pak Friendship Initiative)**

Our students painted for the 9th Indo-Pak Peace Calendar. I am glad to share that two paintings from Sanjan Nagar have been selected as Runner up paintings.

The Names of students are:
- Sadia Khan – Alumnus
- Daim Samuel- Grade 4

The school principal and Daim Samuel are also invited to share their views on peace building in an online event to launch a peace calendar, planned to happen on 21 Feb 2021, 6:30 PM (Pakistan Time).

2.5. **Prose, Poetry & Art Competition 2021**

Anna Robin student of Grade one from Sanjan Nagar Public Education Trust School participated in “Prose, Poetry & Art Competition” organized By Idara-e-Taleem-o-Aagahi under the theme "Main Aur Mera Pakistan" on 14 August 2021 and she received an art coupon of Rs 3000/- for her phenomenal art submission.

2.6. **Book Clubs Across Borders’ launched by Citizens Archive of Pakistan**

Students of grades 9 and 10 participated in BCAB read books of the best of Pakistani and other contemporary authors including: the Wandering Falcon, Crow Eaters, In Other Rooms Other Wonders, I Am Malala, Kite Runner; the Bookseller of Kabul, Iqbal, Fearless: Stories of Amazing Women from Pakistan, Empires of the Indus – the Story of a River etc. The students from Sanjan Nagar and other schools from KP, Punjab and
Sindh collaborated with schools in Afghanistan (Balkh, Kandahar, Khost, Herat, Panjsher, Parwan, Patkia). The Citizens Archive of Pakistan (CAP) led the initiative; Idara-e-Taleem-o-Aagahi (ITA) identified schools to help promote dialogue and understanding between the youth of Pakistan and Afghanistan through book club sessions on themes relevant to their experiences. The virtual book clubs gathered English-language learners across both countries for cross cultural interactions. Students completed reading a book in a month and then held virtual sessions with Afghani students about the books they read. SNPET was twinned with Panjsher students.

2.7. **IBPYP Book Club**

Primary school at SNPET-HSS has initiated its reading club from August 2021. Students from grade three to five were invited to join this club. The objective of the club is to improve:

- Reading for fun
- Improving reading and reflective writing skills
- Inculcating storytelling skills

We are delighted to share that Farnaz Amjad read 56 books, Romana Naz 49, Farzah Naz read 36, and Huzaifa read 22 books.

2.8. Green Pakistan campaign 2021

Sanjan Nagar Agents of change, planting trees under the green Pakistan campaign. SNPET celebrated Independence Day by urging the community to be a part of a nationwide drive to help SDG 13 climate action by planting plants in their school and surroundings.

2.9. Global Goals Week 2021 - A shared commitment

Global Goals Week 2021 is being celebrated from September 17-26 in the year 2021.

SNPET-HSS participated in this global endeavor by making global goals posters, sharing their messages, songs, pledges, and actions as being global citizens.

2.10. Collaboration for inclusion & Learning Disabilities with Amin Maktab

The SNPET-HSS continues to work in collaboration with AMIN MAKTAB to promote Inclusive Education and support children with learning disabilities. Ms. Sadia Yousaf, a psychologist visits SN twice in a month, conducting sessions with students, teachers and parents to address mental health issues.
2.11. SNPET-HSS celebrates Teachers’ Day with fervour

SNPET celebrated Teachers’ Day with great enthusiasm. The staff and students gave a reverential tribute to their teachers. Various activities were held to tribute teachers i.e. students wrote letters to their present and former teachers, recited poems, made speeches, and presented their gratitude. Senior school students shared their heartfelt messages and expressed their immense love and respect to their teachers.

SNPET teachers participated in a story writing competition organized by Idara-e-Taleem-o-Aagahi. The title was “My creations my innovations for learning during COVID.” Teachers from primary and secondary school submitted their stories by describing, how they have gone above and beyond to fulfill their role as a teacher during COVID-19.

Ms. Afshan Amber was invited as a guest speaker for an online session on World Teachers’ Day organized by Idara-e-Taleem-o-Aagahi (ITA).

We are thankful to ITA for providing a platform for the teachers’ motivations and appreciation.

2.12. Fundraising by Little Chefs

Sanjan Nagar Higher Secondary School in Lahore which is an IBPYP school that deploys pedagogies of inquiry which are well implemented in the daily lives of the students themselves and their families.

As a part of the School’s fundraising campaign, the primary section contributed their part through Little Chef Activity. They learned the basics like; Reading and following a recipe, Peeling, cutting, mixing, mashing etc.

Objectives

- Teaching basic cooking skills-A life skill
- Importance of healthy and hygienic food
- Fundraising for school
- Skill of Entrepreneurship
Students contributed for the ingredients and prepared various dishes in school with the help of teachers and support staff, sold that to their schoolmates, their income was donated to the school. 

For this purpose respective teachers with Grade 6, 7, and 8 started a food drive and place stalls of Fruit Chaat, French Fries, and Chana Chaat. The collected amount was used to buy and repair IT equipment for the IT lab of the secondary section.

Each Grade was divided into three groups:
- Administrative Group
- Cooking /Making Group
- Selling Group

Through this activity, students learned the concept of expense and profit and were involved in the art of making food- a life skill.

Objectives of Philanthropy
- To enable the children to perform acts of kindness
- Children will be able to show gratitude by giving to others in need
- Children will learn the habit of thanksgiving
- To make the children being a part of the donation process
- To make them learn that they don’t give for recognition

2.13. Fundraising by Senior School

The secondary section of SNPET-HSS initiated Fund Raising Club involving the Students’ Council to raise funds from all classes.

2.14. Bridging Barriers-LUMS Community Project

Bridging Barriers is a project of the LUMS Community Service Society that provides education to children from struggling socioeconomic backgrounds. In addition to providing education through their syllabus which is designed to help groom and develop the children, different sessions and events are also arranged to educate and allow students to display their skills and knowledge. Students are prepared to participate in Olympiad competitions through 16 sessions held annually on; Public
SNPET students of grade six and seven are participating these sessions from October 2021 to March 2022.

### 2.15. Visual Storytelling

Students of grade four and five participated in Visual story telling competition organized by ITA. The theme was MY Rights during Covid-19. Students wrote stories on their rights during Covid-19 period and expressed through beautiful art work. Following students participated with great enthusiasm and shared about their struggles and ambitions.

- Farah Naz
- Romana Naz
- Aleena
- Shumaiah Moon
An illustration by Farnaz Amjad

3. Covid-19 Grant 2021

SNPET was awarded covid-19 grant ($4950) on 13th Aug 2021. We are very much grateful to the IB for supporting Sanjan Public Education Trust -An IBPYP School for the underprivileged community. IB support is tremendously helpful in continuing SNPET journey with the IB and in supporting our efforts to provide quality education to those in need.

4. Professional Development

Education is a never-ending process. It does not stop after earning a general and/or a professional degree; teachers continue to grow throughout their career as eager curious learners. Here at SNPET it is particularly important for administrators and teachers to pursue professional development, not only to ensure the best learning outcomes for their students but also to be more effective and self-actualized in various aspects of their work. Even the Covid-19 lockdown did not stop our teachers from enhancing professional capabilities; they continued to learn and grow.

4.1. IBPYP-Cat-1 Workshop

Four teachers from primary section had attended online workshop organized by IBO.

- Ms.Tehmina Usman Cat-2
  Your Exhibition
- Ms.Farzana Kausar Cat-2
  Evidencing Learning
- Mr.Daniel Ishaq Cat-3
  The role of the Coordinator
- Mr.Samson Yaqoob Cat-2
  The role of Mathematics

All these workshops were sponsored from the IB Grant won by Sanjan Nagar

4.2. Communication Skills for Teachers-Online by OUP

Seven teachers from primary section attended one month long online sessions on communication skills conducted through MS Teams.

Following teachers from Primary school attended this

1. Kiran Ali
2. Sadia Rafique
3. Muqadas Shafique
4. Sana Chohan
5. Nazia Arif
6. Asia William
7. Saima William
4.3. **Library Management Workshop (TOT) Training of Trainers**

Mr. Haider Ali (IBPYP Librarian) attended a three days training from 15th to 17th September 2021 on Library management.

- Day 1: Timetable, ground rules, habit of reading, the 5 finger rule, reading aloud
- Day 2: Reading aloud, share reading, shared reading practice, paired reading
- Day 3: Independent reading, reading activities schedule, a child friendly library

4.4. **Meri Kawish Mera Maan Aik Ustaad ki Dastaan**

Teachers from Primary and Secondary sections wrote their unique stories for the World Teachers Day 2021 organized by ITA. Ms. Sadaf and Ms. Afshan were invited as guest speakers to share their stories on World Teachers’ Day. The winners were awarded with shields.

**Winners of WTD Shield**

1. Nazia Javed
2. Attiya Anwar
3. Sadaf Khurshid
4. Amna Noreen
5. Jhonson Rafaqat

5. **SNPET Fundraiser**

An Evening to Remember: the Story of Ghazal & Transformative Learning Journeys 2019
A fundraiser held on 8\(^{th}\) of June 2019 titled "The Story of Ghazal" - its history, composition and performance was superbly crafted in support of the unique Sanjan Nagar Public Education Trust (SNPET) and its Higher Secondary School a home to over 930 students. Just as the school is known for its transformative qualities so was the fundraiser. The event was a profound learning experience in social history, technical appreciation of \textit{sur} and \textit{laay that} was beautifully rendered by two outstanding experts. Ally Adnan an engineer by profession with renaissance passions, a man of outstanding research, care and insights as an art historian, critic and promoter, designed and executed the evening’s program. To demonstrate and perform the harmonies of Ghazal, Akbar Ali a highly accomplished sensitive vocalist sang the famous ghazals “Faiz Ahmed Faiz's \textit{Gulon Mein Rang Bharay} & Parveen Shakir’s \textit{Ku-Ba-Ku Phail Gai Baat Shanasai Ki}” and accompanied by the young upcoming percussionist Asher Shehzad Samuel.

The event was attended by over 150 supporters/connoisseurs of music and the arts including families, faculty and alumni/students of the school who were mesmerized for two hours with the origins of Ghazal -its poetry, music, rhythms and social constructions. Dr. Rashid Hameed Lateef and Dr. Sajid Maqbool Pakistan’s leading health professionals, Adeel Hashmi – a public figure and promoter of Faiz Ahmed Faiz, Ms. Ghazala Rahman the doyen of Pakistani design and furniture; actors Omair Rana, Sami Khan including musicians like Ali Hamza and Rakae Jamil were present to enjoy and lend support to the \textit{Sanjan Nagar Education brand}. The evening opened with the launch of SNPET’s short powerful video conceived by Nafisa Khalid a marketing expert and volunteer for the trust, produced by Aleena Naghman with music by Rakae Jamil and Red Brick Studio. The video was a great prelude to the actual four live journeys narrated by the Sanjan Nagar’s alumni and current students. The diversity of the four sterling human beings, ranging from Sanjan Nagar’s secondary school Section Head-a leader trained at GCU and University of Massachusetts Attiya Anwar; to Amina Chaudhry, with a masters from LUMs embarking on her Fulbright PhD program at Rutgers university in molecular biology, to Fizza Hafeez studying to be a Space Scientist and ambitions of being an astronaut and an amazing artist to Alisha Khan, a current student inspired by the performing arts, all mesmerized the audience. They shared with pride the amazing pathways and milestones that not just illuminated their academic capabilities but also inquiring and innovative skills that has made them become extra ordinary and caring human beings. They were comfortable and grounded in their humble backgrounds as children of drivers, tailors, biased fathers who left their family if a daughter was born, because now they had created their own firm ground they stood upon, thanks to their school experiences and dedicated teachers that helped them “overcome complex challenges and dream big”. Each one of them illuminated the evening with their intellectual resolve, embedded in local contexts, committed to Pakistan, propelled by 21\(^{st}\) century skills and passion to inspire many more girls and boys towards human excellence. Yes, their power came from their unusual multi-disciplinary holistic ‘learning’ spurred by the motto “Enabling Our Future” The story of Ghazal was dedicated to them and 1000s more like them nurtured by the magical Sanjan Nagar Public Education Trust that will continue to make Pakistan proud.
6. ACKNOWLEDGING OUR GENEROUS FRIENDS OF SNPET

Thank you for Supporting Sanjan Nagar Public Education Trust

We are honored and thank “Begum Akhtar Akhlaque Hussain Scholarship Award” mobilized by Ms. Nasim Zehra and family again for the year 2020-2021; these are lifetime friends of Sanjan Nagar Public Education Trust. We acknowledge them for their generous and continued support for eleven deserving students throughout their schooling.
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